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Well done for this really good article either for the quality of the work and the quality of writing.

Please find here few comments which I would like to be considerate (it is only typo and colour scales issue).

L72: can you precise here the model used for the spheroidal-shape dust?

Figure 1: The figure should be placed after the section 2.1.2 as it makes no sense and questioning why the deep blue is here as it is not mentioned in the text yet.

L152: Section A should be replaced by Appendix A

Figure 5: the colour scale is difficult to read.

Figure 7: Section A should be replaced by Appendix A

L 367: Section A should be replaced by Appendix A

Figure 8: the colour scale is difficult to read.

L404: LIVAS was were assimilated, you should choose between were and was.